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Tom's Guide is supported by an audience. If you make a purchase through a link on our site, you may receive an affiliate fee. See more Tom Guide is being supported by the audience. If you make a purchase through a link on our site, you may receive an affiliate fee. Read more Windows Mobile is an operating system developed by Microsoft. It is specially designed for use on smartphones, PDAs and other
mobile devices. Originally named magneto by code name, Windows Mobile 5.0 is known for efficiently storing and retrieving data from RAM and flash memory to preserve battery life and back up data in the face of sudden loss of power. It also includes the latest version of Excel Mobile's PowerPoint mobile, as well as an office called Office Mobile, which has access to graphing features. This mobile
operating system is free to download and install. Check your system requirements to make sure your computer and mobile device are compatible with the new software. Your computer must run either Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 1 or Windows XP. Mobile devices require at least 64 ROM's, 64 RAM megs, and ARM-compatible processors, such as Intel XScale or Samsung and Texas Instrument
ARM compatible. Microsoft.com/downloads/ specific version of Microsoft Mobile that you need for free. Then find the software you downloaded from your desktop and run it while your mobile device is connected to your computer via a USB cable. Allow the installation to start. Most Windows Mobile software is installed on mobile devices using ActiveSync, a synchronization utility that already exists on all
computers with Windows XP. This means that the software automatically installs the files on your computer's hard drive, connects them to your mobile device, and then copies the necessary files to your device's memory. Install the Adaptive Kit Upgrade (AKU). Installing an AKU is similar to installing a service pack for Windows XP in that it increases the functionality and security of the underlying operating
system. The current AKU for Windows Mobile 5 is 3.5, Microsoft.com/downloads/ download it on the internet. One of the most popular features of Android, and undoubtedly the main reason for the dominance of the smartphone market, is the operating system's (OS) infinite customization options. Personalization possibilities abound at both the basic OS level or by installing one of hundreds of launchers
(less than 300 on the Google Play Store as I wrote this). You can find launchers that emulate other devices, such as iOS (iPhone) smartphones, integrate your phone into your home or business office ecosystem, or make your Android device work like any other Android device. For example, there are several launchers designed to give your smartphone the look and feel. Popular (yet costly) Google Pixel. All
Android smartphones are usually the result of a joint effort between phone manufacturers and cellular service providers to come with their own, or basic, launchers. As you probably know from cruising around in the settings menu, Android's default launch program come with a lot of customization options of your own – so much so that a myriad of choices can be difficult. Often, letting the launcher do most
of the modifications for you is desirable to try to customize the phone directly, if there is no other reason than simplicity. Here's a list of the 10 best Android launchers available. Again, the Google Play Store lists more than 275 of them. Some are free. Some cost a few dollars; All are easy to download and install, and you can deselect them and then switch back to the previous launcher or remove them
completely. Nevertheless, to settle these top 10 launchers, I did not download, install and rate them all. Instead, I narrowed it down to the top 20 by selecting the people with the highest user rating and the most downloads, and I installed and rated the results. Note: The following list of the 10 best Android launchers is derived from a combination of user popularity, product rotation and experience with each
app. In addition, the statistics accompanying each launcher are solely Google Play Store data and do not reflect all the information available at all various download outlets. The installation number also reflects the current version of the app, not the entire history. Action Launcher 3 User Rating: 4.2 Install: 93,230 Price: Free w/$3.99 Adaptive Pack Upgrade Three words that are easy, fast, and adaptable to
properly describe the action launcher. It has been around for a while and has seen several updates, including v38 at the end of last year. You can create folders and display color-shaped folders in heart content, and the Smart Size Icon feature automatically adjusts the icon size with layout. Quicktheme, Quickbar, and Quickedit in action launchers, which are not available in most launcher apps, offer a
wealth of customizable features. Quicktheme, for example, coordinates the home screen with colors from the wallpaper, Quickbar allows you to attach shortcuts and apps to the Google search bar for quick access. Quickedit presents, depending on the application selection, alternative suggestions, without having to drill numerous application packs. Finally, you can use the shutter feature to place shortcuts
in widgets. When you swipe the shutter, the widget (such as your Facebook feed) is revealed so you can preview your feed, inbox, anything without actually opening the app. There's more, but I can talk about nine different launchers. Big Executor User Rating: 4.3 Install: 10,000+ Price: Free Demo Upgrading my first impression when I see the name of this app, was great, well, with load functions and a
sense of customization options. But I can't be more in the main focus of the Big Launcher. Instead, it is designed with the elderly, children, and others who may have difficulty navigating and utilizing standard-sized home screens and icons. Oh, it's great and fine, but that means big, easy-to-see icons, menu labels, page content, and more. As you can see from the statistics above, it has been downloaded
like many other apps mentioned here and has not been installed hundreds of thousands of times. Undoubtedly, it is partly due to the rather steep $11 price tag. There is also a large executor easy demo, or a free version that has been downloaded a few thousand times, but there are strict restrictions such as: you can customize the right column of buttons that allow only 5 additional screens, only 5 most
recent entries in the call log can be seen only 5 most recent message threads can only see 20 SMS, and the default settings are not available other than the big everything - icons, fonts, text, apps, so you can easily receive calls. It is also available in many different languages. If senior (child or disabled) smartphone users have trouble browsing and using their phones, Big Launcher is a relatively
inexpensive way to bring both you and your loved one's peace of mind. Buzz Launcher User Rating: 4.4 Install: 254,577 Price: Free Buzz Launcher is one of many for choice manually and less for configuring more smartphones (more than 700,000 from over 1 million large to internet) with custom home screens and features. And, if you create a Buzz Launcher theme or wallpaper (or both), you can upload
and share it to the Buzz Community via Facebook. I don't say this doesn't come with any buzz launcher customization options. For example, you can create multiple transition effects, icon editing, wallpapers and home screens, but the real power behind this executor is the speed and ease with which you can distribute ready-made home packs with all the new colors, themes, home screens, etc. On the
other hand, you've got more to create and customize your own Android launcher and its interface, and you'll probably have better luck with one of the other nine launchers on this list. Evie Launcher User Rating: 4.4 Install: 254,577 Price: Free Evie Launcher is different from the pack, while it offers a sophisticated array of custom features, it doesn't try everything for everyone, thus not overwhelming you with
options. Evie starts with a smooth and easy installation that creates a home screen consisting of four icons, The icon is turned off and leaves a clean canvas to work. Some of Evie's lightweight and fast features include adjustable grids, universal search, quick navigation, and custom shortcuts. Adjustable Grid: The standard grid size of Android phones has been 4×4 for quite some time. The default desktop
in the 10 launcher is 5×6, which × grid sizes from 3×4 to 12×12. Today's smartphones have a tall, large screen, and the ability to resize layouts will help you take advantage of the extra space. Universal search: Search anywhere, no matter where you are on your phone or app. Custom shortcuts: Create shortcuts with your own icons for all tasks. Do you often text loved ones or families? Switch the task to a
bar. In addition to swiping up to display the app drawer, you can also swipe down from the top of the app drawer to return to your desktop or home screen, and there's also a double tap-to-lock gesture that makes it easy to lock the screen. But mostly, compared to others discussed here, this is a light and a quick launcher. Obi has undergone many recent updates, and as a result, it becomes more and more
attractive overall. Launcher iOS 12 User Rating: 4.8 Install: 135,096 Price: Free LuuTinh makes some iOS skins for Android, Launcher iOS 12 and Controlled iOS 12. Both, in a sense, are typical poor people's iPhones. Either way, it makes your phone look like it does and to some extent behaves like an iPhone. About this, the publisher says: Launcher iOS 12 sets a new standard for android mobile
operating systems. It makes your phone better than before. And now it opens up to amazing possibilities for [a] launcher on your phone. With Launcher iOS 12, your phone is the most powerful, personal, and intelligent device you've ever used. It is a tall order, and the home is mind-bogging. This executor simply makes, as much as possible, your Android device mimics iOS 12. The Settings menu consists
of a control center such as iOS, and several gestures and other features are performed similarly to Apple's secondary touch. It comes with a basic iOS theme, and like iOS it can create a variety of customizations. You can get rounded corner icons, animations instead of transitions, and more. In addition to financial considerations, though, I'm not sure why I bought an Android device and installed the
software to run like an Apple device; It's like putting the Harley logo on a Honda. But hey, users love it and it's free. What more can I ask for? Microsoft Launcher User Rating: 4.6 Install: 789,785 Price: Free If you're looking for a launcher to help your phone work like Windows 10, or Windows Phone, other launchers, win etc 10 launchers, it's more suitable. Instead, Windows Launcher will help you integrate
your Android phone into the Windows ecosystem. It's your work Accounts and Microsoft apps (such as Office 365, OneDrive, Skype, etc.) help all gadgets and applications sync and work together. We wrote a full review of Microsoft Launcher here. The capabilities of this launcher are extensive. Here's a smattering of more important things: it's all about people: pinning your favorite contacts to your home
screen, the dok, icon folder, or making it easy for you to access no matter what your phone is. Continue on PC: Put your phone down, starting where you stopped on your PC. Edit a document in Word 365 at home. Continue on your desktop at work. Take photos with your phone and edit them instantly on your PC. You get the idea. Search from anywhere at the same time: Search for apps, photos,
documents, messages, and web results with the Universal Search bar in Microsoft Launcher. Customize your feed: Set your feed as your main home screen and see how to populate it with calendar events, documents, contacts, and specified news items. Gesture Your Way: Android told you how to react to your gestures; Double-tap to open Outlook; Swipe up to run Skype. In an environment dominated by
MicrosoftRun, few apps are better than MicrosoftRunning. Nova Launcher User Rating: 4.6 Install: 1, 157,614 Price: Free/$4.99 One of the oldest and most popular launchers for the Prime version, Nova Launcher offers so many features and customization options that it's hard to know where to start. If you're adjusting to get everything right, Nova is a great place to start. Here's a sample of the features in
the free version: Icon Themes: Play Store Sub-Grid Location to Find Thousands of Icon Themes for Nova Launcher: Snap Icons or Widgets half way through the screen grid cell, To give you more finite control over the layout of screen color controls: labels, using colors to define folders, using colors to define folders, unread notifications, drawer tabs, backgrounds, and more customizable app drawers:
custom tabs, vertical or horizontal scrolling, custom transitions, and other effects backup and restore: a sophisticated backup/restore system allows you to scroll between desktop layouts and executable scrollable doks: create multiple dorks and widget× Swipe icons, customize drawer groups, hide apps, swipe icons, and more with scrolling effects. Nova Launcher allows you to work your way up, but be
prepared to spend some time doing so, unless, that's using Nova's import feature to have layouts from other popular launchers. One Launcher User Rating: 4.3 Install: 27,420 Price: Free according to publishers, one launcher: easy to use, no-frills launcher for Android. We believe that simplicity is beautiful. Our executors don't hog your precious memory resources, we don't use your CPU cycles. We give
you a very optimized, stock better than Android home It can be replaced with a clean and stylish interface. One launcher has similar behavior to the launcher and features of the Google pixel and supports Google Now. One launcher is really light and relatively elegant. Home screen replacement can be customized with many theme options as well as smart widgets and special effects. If you are not satisfied
with the default configuration of your phone, one executor is a quick and clean replacement. Smart Launcher 5 User Rating: 4.4 Install: 519,518 Price: Free/$4.49 Pro Smart Launcher is another of those themes that has been around for a while, and this latest update, v5, loads new productivity and convenience features. So, let's dig right in to see what Smart Launcher 5 can do for you, and start with
ambient themes that automatically change your wallpaper and theme colors to fit. Next, adaptive icons, take advantage of the icon format introduced with Android 8.0 (Oreo), which allows you to customize the look and size of your icons, increase the attractiveness of your home screen and app drawers. Automatic app sorting allows you to sort apps by category and upgrade to the Pro version to add your
own categories, and the apps you use the most are automatically moved to the bottom of the screen for easy access when using your device with one hand. The Smart Launcher Search bar quickly find and search everywhere for tasks such as contacts, apps, adding contacts, performing calculations, and more. Get custom gestures and shortcuts. Hundreds of theme icon packs are available,You can hide
the app and protect them from starting with a PIN (banks, don't necessarily think of porn). The Pro version requires fewer resources, adds notifications to the home screen, integrates notifications with the lock screen, enhances security, and more. Smart Launcher 5 meets its name. It's really smart. ZenUI Executor User Rating: 4.7 Install: 1,165,876 Price: Brought to you by people on a free Asus computer,
at a time ZenUI Executor was only available on Asus devices, but it has now been available on all Android devices for some time and has become very popular. Features, of course, change wallpapers and widgets, switch and apply special effects, swipe to reveal all customization options, and organize applications and folders in layer mode so that all applications are available on the home screen or single
icon. The list continues. For example, you can apply effects such as blur to wall paper and change fonts and colors, as well as icon size, alignment, and scrolling effects. Live preview lets you view apps and widgets before you install them, and context app discovery lets you find apps through what they do. You can lock, hide, and protect your app with a PIN. Looking at this list of launchers, I saw many
handsome home screens, app drawers, docks, but were looking simple and slick with a few ZenUI, borrow launchers Simplicity is in the best abundance. It may be too simple for some users, but ZenUI certainly feels good on their Feng Shui. Hopefully, you enjoyed this list of the best Android launchers! I'm sure some readers will have another executer in mind as their best choice, and it makes sense if it
works better for your workflow. These are just the most popular ones, so you should check out others if any of these fit your needs. Enjoy! Enjoy!
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